
Artist:Â Genieve FiggisVenue:Â Almine Rech, LondonExhibition Title:Â Imaginary FriendsDate: November 19 â€“ December 19, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available
after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of the artist and Almine Rech, London.Â Photos by Melissa Castro Duarte.Press Release:Almine Rech is pleased to announce Imaginary Friends, Genieve Figgisâ€™ fifth solo
exhibition with the gallery since 2015 and second presentation in London, featuring a selection of never-before-seen paintings.Humans are resolutely social animals. Yet it takes an unprecedented global- pandemicâ€”with
its attendant dictates to keep our distance from othersâ€”for us to acknowledge our primordial need for group belonging. Whether school classes, social clubs, workerâ€™s unions, circles of friends, crowds at the bar, or
the momentary communion of a dinner party, our collective affiliations are integral for the formation of group identification, generating our sense of security and social power. Sigmund Freud defined the social masses as
â€œtemporary entities consisting of heterogeneous elements that have joined together for a moment.â€• Forced into social isolation as part of urgent public health strictures, we mourn the loss of this feeling part of the
mass, we are wistful for the days when we could count on safety in numbers, and we long for an identity that is completed by our friendsâ€”whether real or imagined. As Oscar Wilde wrote in De Profondisâ€”his poetic
lamentation of his fall from grace, composed in solitary confinement at Reading Gaol, â€œMost people are other people. Their thoughts are someone elseâ€™s opinions, their lives a mimicry, their passions a
quotation.â€•Painted over the long months of COVID-19 confinement, Genieve Figgisâ€™ conjuring of Imaginary Friends came forth to fill the social void. Inspired by group pictures, found photographs, snippets of social
media, and even the period costume drama â€œCatherine the Great,â€• Figgis immersed herself in lush scenes in the genre of social portraiture. Her signature style of figuration, with its dynamic swirls of paint and
atmospheric renderings of ornate scenes, deftly construct this lost social fabric that we collectively pine for. The community of a lavish dinner party is telegraphed not only by the assembly of individual attendees, but the
collective pageantry: the rendering of each golden tassel, ruffled dress sleeve and elaborate place setting, as conjured by Figgisâ€™ fine brushwork. Every detail that defines identification with the mass becomes a
charged talisman of our identification with a select clique.Â Who doesnâ€™t have romantic nostalgia for the awkward huddle of a group portrait taken in front of the fireplace, or mugging for the society shutterbugâ€™s
lens?Â  Itâ€™s not about the individual â€œwhoâ€™s whoâ€• posing on the red carpet inÂ Fashion Friends, it is the well-heeled ladiesâ€™ conformity of pearl necklaces and nearly identical strapless gowns that Figgis
paints with the cold-eyed precision of a social scientist.Â  With an incredible pictorial economy, Figgis is able to project a complex social storyline onto these characters who themselves are often blurred, faceless pools of
painterly bravado. The tension between what is depicted and what is left to the imaginationâ€”character, ambiance, genre, plotâ€”goad the viewer to expand upon the implicitly elaborate shared social scenarios in each of
these scenes, in which imagined and real friendship, royal kinship, or other fibres of the social fabric are interwoven.Imaginary friendship not only resonates with this strange era of forced separation, it is a metaphor for
the act of painting itself. While it may seem like a â€˜party for oneâ€™, the painterâ€™s studio is a cacophonous space that is haunted by the grand spectres of art history.Â For Figgis, her internal and external dialogue is
with her personal triumvirate:Â Goya, VelÃ¡zquez and Hans Holbein. These forebears whisper in her ear, sometimes guiding her hand and animating her imagination as part of a transhistorical painterly conversation. As
Figgis explained of this period in her studio, â€œAs I made this work, I found these figures slowly surrounding me and the faces became my only companions.â€• We can understand her words not only referring to the
imaginary friendships and social groups she depicts on the surface of the canvas, but also more profoundly the transmission of collective visual memory embedded in her compositions, indebted to her ancient
antecedents, who she imagines alongside her at the easel. For, even the lone painter must be classified as a part of the genusÂ Homo Sociens.&#8211; Alison M. GingerasLink: Genieve Figgis at Almine RechThe post
Genieve Figgis at Almine Rech first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Anna OstoyaVenue:Â Bortolami, New YorkExhibition Title:Â MotionsDate: November 7 â€“ December 19, 2020Click here to view
slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy the artist and Bortolami, New York. Photos by Kristian Laudrup.Press Release:Bortolami is pleased to present
Motions, an exhibition of new large paintings and collages by Anna Ostoya, our fifth exhibition with the artist. Derived from contours of the human body, the canvases show abstracted figures in movement. These
silhouettes overlap, duplicate, and repeat, creating an illusion of action â€” running, jumping, floating, fighting or falling. Some seem violent, others vulnerable or ecstatic. Ostoya uses various media for each work,
including oil paint, newspapers, printed images of protests sourced from the internet, metallic leaf, and plastic shopping bags.In Motions, Ostoya advances the process she used in (UN)MADE (After Frenhofer) (2017),
which she painted after spontaneously sketching the outline of her own body directly onto a canvas. The artist began the new works as a series of large-scale sketches which she then photographed and redrew into
compositions. Groups of figures form a procession through various emotional and aesthetic universes, recalling the sequential elaborations of her earlier series, for example Transpositions (2014). The result is a series
that reveals Ostoya&#8217;s distinct style and methods, invoking diverse art-historical traditions and alternating between a planned and unplanned creative process that freely employs painting, photography, and
collage.Anna Ostoya, born in KrakÃ³w, lives and works in New York. She has had solo exhibitions at Zacheta National Gallery, La Kunsthalle Mulhouse, and CCA Kronika. Her work has been shown in Art on the Grid
organized by the Public Art Fund, at Kunsthaus Baselland, at Tate St. Ives, the 2015 Lyon Biennial, at the Museum of Modern Art, the Power Plant Toronto, the CCS Bard College, Manifesta 7 Rovereto, and the Second
Athens Biennial. She studied at the StÃ¤delschule in Frankfurt/M and the Parsons School in Paris and attended the Whitney Independent Study Program in New York. In Spring 2021 Mack Books will publish â€œPolitics
and Passionsâ€•, an art book by Ostoya and Chantal Mouffe.Link: Anna Ostoya at BortolamiThe post Anna Ostoya at Bortolami first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Bony RamirezVenue:Â Thierry Goldberg,
New YorkExhibition Title:Â MUSA X PARADISIACADate: November 7 â€“ December 20, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of
Thierry Goldberg, New YorkPress Release: Thierry Goldberg is pleased to present MUSA X PARADISIACA, Bony Ramirezâ€™s first in-person solo exhibition with the gallery, following his online solo exhibition this
spring, Grass Under The Wood. The exhibition will run from November 7th through December 20th, 2020.In MUSA X PARADISIACA, Bony Ramirez fuses together Caribbean iconography and Renaissance styles to
create works that reflect on the colonialist history and contemporary sentiments of the Republic: the artistâ€™s home until age 13.Unique in his painting practice, Ramirez combines paintings and drawings by adhering
life-size paper figures onto painted wood panels, creating layered works where figures blend into their backgrounds. The subjects of these portraits are bold and strange, yet eerily seductive; characterized by oversized
and mysteriously contorted hands and feet; ears filled with rainbow swirls; and large, wide, doll-like eyes. Behind Ramirezâ€™s muses (musa) lie saturated, playful colors, or landscapes of quintessential Caribbean
beaches, jungles, and symbols of paradise (paraÃso). Accompanying many of his subjects are Caribbean still lifes with Caribbean fruits, shells, and plants like the â€œflamboyant treeâ€• and plantains (scientifically,
Musa x paradisiaca). Ramirez uses the traditional elements of Renaissance portraiture, but adapts them with Caribbean iconography, rendering his worksâ€™ subject matter away from white gentry to those affected by
European colonialism.The works in MUSA X PARADISIACA are divided into reflections on the past and present: the main level of the gallery is filled with works representing contemporary Dominican figures, and the
works downstairs tell the story of the tumultuous history of the country. Throughout both levels of the gallery, Ramirezâ€™s drawn figures come to life as three toddler-size sculptures of children, each possessing the
same physical features as the artistâ€™s drawn figures.The nine paintings upstairs depict present-day Dominican life while meditating on the history of the countryâ€™s past. In these works Ramirez experiments with the
background behind his subjects, veering away from the conventions of traditional portraiture to contemporary influences like abstracted tropical forests, shapes, and animations. Though more modern in their portrayals,
these figures still carry with them the history of their ancestors on the island of Hispaniola (the island of Haiti and the Dominican Republic).Through five paintings downstairs, Ramirez recounts the history of the
colonization, slavery, and fight for sovereignty in the Dominican Republic. His retelling begins with the indigenous people, the TaÃno, in Musa X Paradisiaca (2020), where he portrays a TaÃno woman with Dominican
plants wrapped in her arms. Like in Renaissance portraiture, where the sitter is surrounded by symbols representing an intimate detail of their personal story, here, Ramirez places the TaÃno woman with symbols of her
culture, signifying the history of the TaÃno before the Spanish colonization. Ramirez reflects the fraught arrival of the Spanish in La Mentira/ The Lie (2020), where he shows a Spanish woman crossing her fingers in
hopes of her countryâ€™s triumph over Hispaniola and the region. Following this work, Ramirezâ€™s third work in the series, The Feast, Plantain and Fish (2020), portrays a TaÃno woman next to a West African
woman, alluding to the Spanishâ€™s enslavement of both populations. No Fue El Final/ It Was Not The End (2020), the penultimate work of the five, shows the gruesome rebellions against the Spanish in which a
Spanish woman is slashed along her neck, bleeding, and perhaps soon to be decapitated. And finally, in Ramirezâ€™s last work in this historical retelling, he personifies the Dominicanâ€™s reclamation of power after
their declaration of independence from the Spanish. In DÃ³nde EstÃ¡n Los LimÃ³ncillos? (2020), a Dominican woman uses her beauty to assert her dominance over a white man who leans towards her, yearning for the
LimÃ³ncillos, (Spanish Limes) in her hand, only to be pulled away.Though Ramirez has divided his works by time period, the confrontations with the regionâ€™s history are shared between them. Accordingly, his works
insist that the past exists in the present more than meets our eye. Ramirezâ€™s works show a new side of portraiture, one that tells not of those that wrote history, but those who have been continuously left out of it â€“
allowing us to critically examine his subjects in order to gain a new perspective.Bony Ramirez (b. 1996, Tenares, Salcedo, Dominican Republic) lives and works in Perth Amboy, NJ. His work has been featured in
exhibitions at Thierry Goldberg Gallery, New York, NY; ZÃ¼cher Gallery, New York, NY; Anna Zorina Gallery, New York, NY; Newark Pride Center, Newark, NJ; Perth Amboy Center for the Arts, Perth Amboy, NJ;
Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ; Hudson Valley Museum of Contemporary Art, Peekskill, NY; and the Shiman Art Gallery, Newark, NJ. This is the artistâ€™s first onsite solo exhibition with the gallery following his
recent inclusion in the gallery&#8217;s onsite group exhibition, And The Sun Left, and his an online solo exhibition, Grass Under The Wood. Link: Bony Ramirez at Thierry GoldbergThe post Bony Ramirez at Thierry
Goldberg first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Eduardo NavarroVenue:Â Gasworks, LondonExhibition Title:Â Eduardo Navarro: (breathsp
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